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Open Access What is it?Open Access What is it?Open Access What is it?Open Access What is it?

• Free, immediate access online,

• Unrestricted distribution and re-use

• Author retains rights to attributionAuthor retains rights to attribution

• Papers are immediately deposited in a public 
online archive, such as PubMed Central

Bethesda Principles, April 2003
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TWO PATHS TO OPEN ACCESS

• Gold path the entire journal contents are open • Gold path – the entire journal contents are open 
and available.  Open journals are usually 
supported through the payment of author fees.

• Green path - authors submit a copy of their • Green path - authors submit a copy of their 
articles to an open repository, e.g., PubMed 
Central

• Traveling either path necessitates the author’s • Traveling either path necessitates the author s 
management of his licensing agreements:

an author addendum to a publishers copyright, or an author addendum to a publishers copyright, or 

a creative commons license.



Creative Commons 
Attribution License

•Copyright: © 2004 Moorthy et al. This is an open-
access article distributed under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution License  which Creative Commons Attribution License, which 
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and 
reproduction in any medium, provided the original 
work is properly citedwork is properly cited.

•Goal: overcome access barriers and encourage 
creative uses. 

•www.creativecommons.org
•Used in plos journals.



Facts about Open Access:

• Open access is not a business model; it is a 
property of publication

• Ability to pay plays no role in editorial Ability to pay plays no role in editorial 
process

• Ensures stable model of global 
dissemination dissemination 

• Fully OA or hybrid models of publishing 
thriving

• Open access embodies the concept of peer • Open access embodies the concept of peer 
review

• Catalysts for change



Why Open Access?

• Maximum impact for authors 
access to the largest possible global audience
visibility of each paper to be measured in its own 
rightright

• Greatly expanded access to research
for scientists, educators, physicians, the public

• New ways to access and use literature
full-text searching, data integration, and mining 



How is OA Growing?

• OA is still in its infancy
• Some traditional publishers are p

experimenting with OA format journals as 
part of their portfolio
H d t  di t if   f t ill • Hard to predict if any one format will 
predominate in the future





Growing list of OA mandates

• Internationally
– The Swedish Research Council requires free access to research 

resultsresults
– Dutch Scientific Research must make their scientific research 

available on the internet and accessible to everyone

• U.S. – Institutional and Federal Level
– 5 Premier Institutions sign compact for Open-Access 

Publications
– Federal Research Public Access Act (FRPAA) introduced at the Federal Research Public Access Act (FRPAA) introduced at the 

Senate level and will likely be   introduced in the House shortly 



Research Made Public
PLoS is the world’s leading open-access 

publisher of peer-reviewed online 
fscientific and medical research.

www.plosmedicine.org

www.plosgenetics.org

www.plosbiology.org

www.plosone.org

www.ploscompbiol.orgwww.plosntds.org

www.plospathogens.org

clinicaltrials.ploshubs.org

Everything we publish is freely available online throughout the world, for anyone 
to read, download, copy, distribute, and use (with attribution). Barrier-free,  
Open-access, no permissions required.
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PLoS Founding Board of Directors

Harold Varmus
PLoS Co-founder and Chairman of the Board
President and CEO of 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center 

P t i k O  BPatrick O. Brown
PLoS Co-founder and Board Member
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
& Stanford University School of Medicine

Michael B. Eisen
PLoS Co founder and Board MemberPLoS Co-founder and Board Member
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
& University of California at Berkeley 



Open Access is still in its early days

• A grassroots initiative by scientific 
community to enforce deposition of published 
research into a public repository (Pub Med p p y (
Central)

• Circulated an open letter urging publishers to 
increase access to research literature (>30,000 
signatories)

• In December, 2002, $9 million grant from 
Moore Foundation to launch open access 
journals.





My Own role at PLoS Pathogens

• I was invited in 2005 to join the Board by 
John Young, the first Editor-in-Chief

• Started as Associate Editor, then Section 
Editor for Virology, and now Deputy EIC
I f d th  j l’  h i   • I found the journal’s emphasis on 
pathogen-host interface appealing

• In 2009, the journal continues to grow 009, t e jou a co t ues to g o
rapidly (Current Impact factor of 9)

• Is still defining its scientific “space”





Pathogens Top Downloaded Content

• Genetic Detection and Characterization of 
Lujo Virus, a New Hemorrhagic Fever–Associated 
Arenavirus from Southern Africa (Briese et al.) Arenavirus from Southern Africa (Briese et al.) 

• Real-Time High Resolution 3D Imaging of the 
Lyme Disease Spirochete Adhering to and y p g
Escaping from the Vasculature of a Living Host 
(Moriarty et al.) 

• Migratory Dermal Dendritic Cells Act as Rapid 
Sensors of Protozoan Parasites (Ng et al.) 



Pathogens Top Downloaded Content

• Multiple Reassortment Events in the 
Evolutionary History of H1N1 Influenza A 
Virus Since 1918 (Nelson et al.) 

•
• BSE Case Associated with Prion Protein 

Gene Mutation (Richt and Hall) Gene Mutation (Richt and Hall) 

•
• Suppression of Plant Resistance Gene-Suppression of Plant Resistance Gene

Based Immunity by a Fungal Effector 
(Houterman et al.)



PLoS Pathogens Pearls

• Open Access compendium of the 
"lessons-that-last.“

• Dr. Hiten Madhani of UCSF, Pearls 
Editor
Ed ti l  f  • Educational resource for 

professors and graduate students

“Virus and Host Determinants of 
West Nile Virus Pathogenesis.”

By Michael S. Diamondy



Recent PLoS HighlightsRecent PLoS Highlights



• The 2009 winner was PLoS ONE from the 
Public Library of Science  This combines the Public Library of Science. This combines the 
traditional values of the journal with 
innovative online features to create an 
inclusive and efficient publication channel. It is p
bold and successful and shaping the future of 
publishing. 





Opportunity at the Article Level Opportunity at the Article Level 

What Does this Mean for My Research?



Expanding access means more
citations

• As part of the tenure and promotion 
process, faculty quantify the significance 
of their work to their discipline  of their work to their discipline. 

Traditional measures include:

• Ranking of the journals in which you 
publish known as the Impact factor. pub s o as t e pact acto

• Number of times other scholars have 
cited your works. 



Citation advantage of open-access?
Numerous studies offer mixed results
and discipline variations

Norris, M.and others studied citation rates in Open Access vs Toll 
Access (Subscription) journals for ecology, applied mathematics, 
sociology, and economics .  

"Of a sample of 4,633 articles examined, 2,280 (49%) were OA and 
had a mean citation count of 9.04 whereas the mean for (toll 

) TA ti l 5 76 Th t b l it tiaccess) TA articles was 5.76. There appears to be a clear citation 
advantage for those articles that are OA as opposed to those that 
are TA.” [Abstract]    Rates varied for each discipline.

The citation advantage of open-access articles.Journal of the American Society for 
Information Science and Technology, Vol. 59, No. 12, 2008, 1963-1972, published 

li 9 J l 2008online: 9 July 2008
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UCSD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE          
New SOM  PRECLINICAL  ELECTIVE OR GRADUATE COURSE

This is a course about professional development It teaches you all the things vital to a successful scientific career that youThis is a course about professional development. It teaches you all the things vital to a successful scientific career that you 
never normally get taught. For example, how to give a good talk, write a good paper or grant etc. As such the student is only
expected to attend and learn from the experience. 
More than anything else this will be a discussion period in which there is an active discussion around the topic for that week. 
There will be prerequisite reading and this will form the basis of the class.

Source Material:  What textbooks, journals, or handouts will be used or recommended?  The use of Medline and other 
computerized reference searching by students is strongly encouraged.
I have written a series of “Ten Rules” Editorials that have been very popular – some have been downloaded overI have written a series of Ten Rules  Editorials that have been very popular some have been downloaded over 
30,000 times. The open access  collection is at http://collections.plos.org/ploscompbiol/tensimplerules.php and also 
indexed in PubMed. These will form the basis of the course material.

Th ill b l k h f ll i i I ill i i f l d d h h b h h hThere will be one lecture per week on the following topic. I will invite faculty and students who have been through the 
respective experience of the week to come and be part of the dialog and discussion.

Elements of scientific success according to Hamming and others 
Getting the most from the graduate student experience 
Rules for giving good oral presentations g g g p
Rules for preparing and presenting posters 
Rules for good scientific paper writing 
Rules for making good scientific illustrations 
Rules for establishing a successful collaboration 
Rules for reviewing scientific articlesRules for reviewing scientific articles 
Rules for getting your first postdoctoral position 
Rules for getting your first grant or fellowship



















“BioLINK Special Interest Group 
Session on the Future of Scientific 

Publishing”Publishing

Presentation made by David Shotton

A h ISMB ECCB 2009 A l M iAt the ISMB-ECCB 2009 Annual Meeting
Stockholm, Sweden
June, 2009



Fundamental Shifts Fundamental Shifts 
Open Access Publishing

•Static document to living resource
•Journal level to article level
•Prepublication review and postpublication•Prepublication review and postpublication 
review
•Reader/authors decide value and impact
•Community takes back the content  
•Knowledge is shared globally to all who 
choose to benefit



“My aim is to excite the imaginations 
of researchers and publishers  of researchers and publishers, 

stimulating them to explore the 
possibilities of semantic publishing 
f h i h i l dfor their own research articles, and 

thereby break down present barriers 
to the discovery and reuse of y

information within traditional modes 
of scholarly communication.” 

David Shotton



Take Control of Your Research

1. Educate yourself about open access
2. Know your rights as authorsy g
3. Publish your best work in OA Journals



Tenure and promotion issues

• Still to early to evaluate impact
• May be more significant for future y g

funding at various sources (federal, 
private, etc)




